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REGULARITY OF DYNAMICAL GREEN FUNCTIONS
JEFFREY DILLER & VINCENT GUEDJ
Abstrat. For meromorphi maps of omplex manifolds, ergodi theory and pluripotential
theory are losely related. In nie enough situations, dynamially dened Green's funtions
give rise to invariant urrents whih interset to yield measures of maximal entropy. `Nie
enough' is often a ondition on the regularity of the Green's funtion. In this paper we
look at a variety of regularity properties that have been onsidered for dynamial Green's
funtions. We simplify and extend some known results and prove several others whih are
new. We also give some examples indiating the limits of what one an hope to ahieve in
omplex dynamis by relying solely on the regularity of a dynamial Green's funtion.
Introdution
A holomorphi, or more generally, meromorphi self-map f : X → X of a ompat omplex
manifold X indues ations f ∗, f∗ : H
∗(X,R)→ H∗(X,R) on the real ohomology groups of
X . It is onjetured that when these ations are suitably well-behaved, then the topologial
entropy htop(f) of f should be log ρ(f
∗), where ρ(·) denotes spetral radius. This onjeture
has motivated a great deal of researh in the past fteen years, and it has been veried in
some important ases (see [Gr℄, [Y℄, [Sm℄, [FS 2℄, [Du℄, [G 3℄). It is known, for instane, that
the inequality htop(f) ≤ log ρ(f) always holds [DS 1℄.
The main strategy for proving the reverse inequality has been to look for an invariant
measure whose metri entropy is maximal, i.e. equal to log ρ(f). However, rather than try
to realize the measure diretly from the dynamis of f , it often seems more promising to
use the dynamis to onstrut invariant positive losed urrents and then try to obtain the
measure as an intersetion of these urrents. The drawbak is that in passing from urrents
to measures, one must somehow make sense of what is essentially a produt of distributions.
For positive losed urrents, this is usually done by resorting to `potentials' for the urrents
and integrating by parts. Suess depends on having potentials that are substantially more
regular than the urrents themselves. The purpose of this paper is to better understand the
regularity properties of potentials assoiated to dynamially-dened positive losed (1, 1)
urrents. Suh potentials will be funtions, the dynamial Green's funtions in the title of
the paper.
In the rst setion we desribe the best possible situation: holomorphi maps. We present
a simple proof, due to Dinh and Sibony (see [DS 2℄, Theorem 3.7.1; also [DS 3℄, Proposition
2.4), of the fat that a dynamial Green's funtion assoiated to a holomorphi map must be
Hölder ontinuous with Hölder exponent ontrolled by what we all the topologial Lyapunov
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s Subje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ation. 32H50, 37F10, 37D25.
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exponent
χtop(f) := lim
n→+∞
1
n
log sup
x∈Pk
||Dxfn||
of the map. A straightforward example shows that this estimate is sharp.
In the remaining setions of the paper, we turn to the more general lass of meromorphi
self-maps, a prinipal goal being to see what remains of Hölder ontinuity for the Green's
funtion one one leaves the holomorphi setting.
Our rst result, proven in setion 2, is a general existene theorem for dynamial Green's
funtions of meromorphi maps in any dimension. If f : X → X is a meromorphi map of a
ompat Kähler manifold, then we say that f is 1-stable if the indued ation f ∗ on H1,1
R
(X)
satises (fn)∗ = (f ∗)n for all n ∈ N. Given a lass η ∈ H1,1
R
(X) satisfying f ∗η = λη and a
smooth form ω representing η, one an try to onstrut an invariant urrent representing η
as follows. For eah n ∈ N we have an L1 funtion gωn : X → R ∪ {±∞} satisfying
λ−nfn∗ω − ω = ddcgωn .
If gωn onverges in L
1
to some funtion gω (the dynamial Green's funtion), then the urrent
Tη := ω + dd
cgω automatially satises f ∗T = λT .
Theorem A. Suppose that f : X → X is a 1-stable meromorphi map of a ompat Kähler
surfae and that the indued ation f ∗ has a unique simple eigenvalue λ of largest modulus
with eigenspae generated by a nef lass η. Then for any smooth form ω representing η, it
an be arranged that the sequene (gωn) is dereasing and L
1
onvergent. The losed urrent
T := ω + ddcgω is positive and independent of ω.
Our proof follows Sibony [S℄ who onsidered the ase X = Pk and Guedj [G 1,2℄ who on-
sidered general X . The novelty here is that we do not assume that the smooth representative
ω an be hosen positive. Hene it requires some new ideas to establish that the sequene
approximating gω is dereasing and to show that the invariant urrent T is positive. We
remark that in dimension two, the theorem applies to nearly all reasonable meromorphi
maps (see Corollary 2.7). After setion 2, we restrit attention to maps of omplex surfaes.
When the map f in Theorem A is not holomorphi, the Green's funtion gω will not be
ontinuous. It will typially have a logarithmi pole at eah point of indeterminay for f
and its iterates. We let If denote the losure of the set of all suh points. Though If an
be all of X , as the rst example in Setion 6 shows, there are many situations where the
omplement of If is large, and one an then hope for ontinuity of g+ in X −If . In setion
3, we validate this hope in some interesting speial ases. Indeed, we give a unied approah
to proving something analogous to, but weaker than, Hölder ontinuity for g+ for some large
lasses of birational surfae maps (Theorem 3.1 and the omment following its proof) and
of polynomial maps of C2 (Theorem 3.4). We point out onerning Theorem 3.4 that in the
important ase where the rst dynamial degree λ exeeds the topologial degree, we know
of no examples where the hypothesis of the theorem fails.
In Setion 4, we onsider a still weaker regularity ondition for birational surfae maps.
We state a quantitative reurrene property for points of indeterminay that turns out to be
equivalent to the ondition that the derivative dg+ of the Green's funtion be in L2. A similar,
slightly stronger L2 ondition has been used with muh suess in [BD℄ and [Du℄ to produe
measures of maximal entropy for birational maps. With our version, the onstrution of the
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measure still sueeds but its ne dynamial properties remain unlear; in partiular, we do
not know if log ||Df || is integrable with respet to the measure, a property that is important
for applying many of the theorems and tehniques from smooth ergodi theory.
Continuing with birational surfae maps in Setion 5, we onsider what is perhaps the
weakest relevant regularity ondition of all: g+ is integrable with respet to (the trae
measure of) T−, the invariant urrent assoiated to f−1. This ondition guarantees that
µ = T+ ∧ T− is a well-dened probability measure. Indeed with no further assumption on f
(i.e. on g+), we prove the following.
Theorem B. The measure µf is f -invariant and mixing, and it does not harge any ompat
omplex urve.
The proof that µf does not harge urves is distintly indiret, depending on among other
things, a haraterization (Proposition 5.4) of the L2 ondition used in [BD℄.
We present several telling examples throughout the paper, and Setion 6 is devoted to two
of these. The rst shows that indeterminay orbits of a meromorphi map an be dense.
That is, If = X . The seond builds on an example due to Favre [F℄ and demonstrates that
one an have g+ integrable with respet to T− without neessarily having that dg+ is in L2.
1. Holomorphi maps
Let f : Pk → Pk be a holomorphi endomorphism of the omplex projetive spae Pk. In
homogeneous oordinates f = [P0 : . . . : Pk] where the Pj's are homogeneous polynomials of
the same degree λ with no ommon zero outside the origin. We shall always assume λ ≥ 2.
Let ω denote the Fubini-Study Kähler form on Pk. Then f ∗ω is a well-dened smooth
losed (1, 1)-form on Pk whih is ohomologous to λω. Thus it follows from the ddc-lemma
(see [GH℄ p149) that
1
λ
f ∗ω = ω + ddcγ,
where γ ∈ C∞(Pk) is uniquely determined up to an additive onstant. Here d = ∂ + ∂ and
dc = 1
2ipi
(∂ − ∂). Pulling bak the previous equation by fn yields
1
λn
(fn)∗ω = ω + ddcgn, where gn =
n−1∑
j=0
1
λj
γ ◦ f j.
The sequene of positive losed (1, 1)-forms λ−n(fn)∗ω onverges weakly to the so-alled
Green urrent
Tf = ω + dd
cgf , where gf :=
∑
j≥0
1
λj
γ ◦ f j.
This is a dynamially interesting urrent. It was onstruted by H.Brolin [Bro℄ (polynomial
ase) and M.Lyubih [Ly℄ (rational ase) when k = 1, and by Hubbard-Papadopol [HP℄
and Fornaess-Sibony [FS 2℄ in higher dimensions. We refer the reader to [S℄ for its basi
properties. Our aim here is to give a very simple proof of the fat that the (dynamial)
Green funtion gf is Hölder ontinuous. To this end we introdue the topologial Lyapunov
exponent of f ,
χtop(f) := lim
n→+∞
1
n
log sup
x∈Pk
||Dxfn||.
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That the limit exists follows from the submultipliativity of the sequene (supx∈Pk ||Dxfn||).
The denition learly does not depend on the hoie of the norm || · ||. Also, the supremum
in the denition an be onsidered only on the Julia set Jf of f . Let us reall that the Fatou
set Ff of f is the largest open subset of Pk on whih the sequene of iterates (fn) forms a
normal family. The Julia set Jf is the omplement of the Fatou set.
The next result, together with its proof, is essentially Theorem 3.7.1 in [DS 2℄ (see Propo-
sition 2.4 in [DS 3℄ for a more general statement). We inlude it here for the onveniene of
the reader, beause many of the results in the following setions may be viewed as attempts
to salvage what remains of Theorem 1.1 when one passes from holomorphi to more badly
behaved meromorphi maps.
Theorem 1.1. The Green funtion gf is Hölder ontinuous of exponent α > 0, for every
α < log λ/χtop(f).
Proof. Set M = supx∈Pk ||Dxf ||. A straightforward indution yields, for all x, y ∈ Pk and all
j ∈ N,
d(f jx, f jy) ≤M jd(x, y).
Here d denotes the distane assoiated to the Fubini-Study metri on Pk. Sine γ is smooth,
it is in partiular Hölder-ontinuous of exponent α > 0, for any α ≤ 1. We x α < log λ/M
and estimate
|gf(x)− gf(y)| ≤
∑
j≥0
1
λj
|γ ◦ f j(x)− γ ◦ f j(y)| ≤ Cαd(x, y)α,
where Cα =
∑
j≥0 λ
−jMαj < +∞.
Replaing f by fn in the above argument lowers the onstantM toMn = (sup ||Dxfn||)1/n.
Letting n→ +∞ yields the desired upper-bound. 
Example 1.2 shows that the bound in this theorem is optimal. One an also establish
bounds in the other diretion using the inmum of the dierential on the Julia set. These
imply in partiular that the ane Green funtions Gc of quadrati maps fc(z) = z
2 + c with
c ∈ R are Hölder ontinuous of exponent αc with αc → 0 as c→ +∞.
Examples 1.2. Consider the quadrati family of holomorphi endomorphisms of the Rie-
mann sphere fc : P
1 → P1, given by quadrati polynomials in some ane hart,
fc(z) = z
2 + c.
We let Gc(z) = gfc [1 : z] denote the ane Green funtion.
1) If c = 0 one easily omputes G0(z) = log
+ |z|, Jf0 = S1 is the unit irle, and χtop(f0) =
log 2. If c = −2, then f−2 is semi-onjugate to f0, and one an ompute its iterates expliitly.
This yields Jf−2 = [−2, 2], χtop(f−2) = 2 log 2 and
g−2(z) = logmax
(∣∣∣∣z +
√
z2 − 4
2
∣∣∣∣ ;
∣∣∣∣z −
√
z2 − 4
2
∣∣∣∣
)
.
Observe that this is a Hölder-ontinuous funtion of exponent 1/2.
2) If |c| ≤ 2, one an easily show that the Julia set Jfc is always ontained in the losed
disk entered at the origin and of radius 2. We infer χtop(fc) ≤ 2 log 2. Note that this disk
ontains the Mandelbrot set M, i.e. the set of parameter values c suh that Jfc is onneted.
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More generally, if f is any moni entered polynomial of degree λ with onneted Julia set,
it was proved by X.Bu [Bu℄ that
χtop(f) ≤ sup
Jf
|f ′| ≤ 2 log λ.
We also have bounds from below. If µ is any invariant ergodi measure suh that log ||(Df)±1|| ∈
L1(µ), then its Lyapunov exponent χµ(f) satises χµ(f) ≤ χtop(f). In partiular if µ =
ω + ddcgf = dd
cGf is the Brolin-Lyubih measure, then
log λ ≤ log λ+
∑
f ′(c)=0
Gf(c) = χµ(f) ≤ χtop(f).
Remark 1.3. For X = P1, Hölder ontinuity of dynamial Green funtions was rst estab-
lished by N.Sibony (see [CG℄ Theorem 8.3.2). It was then generalized to endomorphisms of
Pk by J.-Y.Briend [Bri℄ and M.Kosek [K℄.
As we explain below, the elementary proof given above applies to other manifolds. Slightly
modifying the proof shows also that if (ft)t∈M is a holomorphi family of endomorphisms of
the same degree λ, then the Green funtion (x, t) 7→ gft(x) is Hölder ontinuous with respet
to the parameter t.
Consider a holomorphi endomorphism f : X → X of some ompat Kähler manifold X .
Then f ∗ respets omplex onjugation and bidegree of forms, and therefore restrits to a
linear ation on H1,1
R
(X) := H2(X,R) ∩H1,1(X).
Assume that f ∗η = λη for some λ > 1 and η ∈ H1,1
R
(X). Then if ω is a smooth losed
(1, 1) form representing η, we have γ ∈ C∞(X,R) suh that
1
λ
f ∗ω = ω + ddcγ.
Pulling bak by fn yields
1
λn
(fn)∗ω −→ Tη = ω + ddcgω, where gω =
∑
j≥0
1
λj
γ ◦ f j .
Observe that the dynamial Green urrent Tη only depends on η: if ω
′
also represents η,
then ω′ = ω + ddcu for some smooth funtion u. Hene u ◦ fn/λn → 0 uniformly on X , and
1
λn
(fn)∗ω′ =
1
λn
(fn)∗ω + ddc
(
1
λn
u ◦ fn
)
→ Tη.
The same proof as above shows that the Green funtion gω is Hölder ontinuous.
In onluding this setion, we reall (see e.g. [Meo℄, setion I) that if S is any positive losed
(1, 1) urrent on X , then we may dene the pullbak f ∗S. Namely, we write S = η + ddcu
where η is smooth losed (1, 1) form and u is a quasi-plurisubharmoni (heneforth `qpsh')
funtion, and we set f ∗S = f ∗η+ddcu◦f . The result is another positive losed (1, 1) urrent
on X .
A ohomology lass η is pseudoeetive if it an be represented by a positive losed urrent
S of bidegree (1, 1). In this ase, f ∗S is a well-dened positive losed urrent of bidegree
(1, 1) on X whih represents f ∗η. Thus f ∗ preserves the one H1,1psef(X) ⊂ H1,1R (X) of
pseudoeetive lasses. Beause the pseudoeetive one is losed, onvex and strit (i.e.
ontains no lines), it follows from Perron-Frobenius theory that there exists an invariant
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lass η ∈ H1,1psef(X) assoiated to the spetral radius λ = ̺f∗ ≥ 1 of f ∗|H1,1
R
(X). When ̺f∗ > 1
(equivalent [GR℄ to saying that f has positive entropy), it is reasonable to hope that the
assoiated urrent Tη will itself be positive. In the next setion, we pursue the onstrution
of Tη, and this hope in partiular, for a muh larger lass of maps.
2. Green's funtions for meromorphi maps
Let X be a ompat Kähler manifold of dimension k. When f : X → X is merely
meromorphi (i.e. rational, when X is projetive), the onstrution of dynamial Green
urrents is a more deliate task, due to the presene of points of indeterminay. Nevertheless,
Green urrents have been onstruted in some partiular meromorphi ases (see [S℄ for the
ase X = Pk, [DF℄ for the ase of birational surfae maps, [G 1℄ for the ase of Hirzebruh
surfaes, and [G 2℄ for a slightly more general ontext). In this setion we use ideas of [BD℄
to provide a very general onstrution.
We let If denote the indeterminay lous, i.e. the set of points at whih f is not holomor-
phi. This is an analyti subset of X of odimension ≥ 2. We let Γf ⊂ X ×X denote the
graph of f and Γ˜f denote a desingularization of it. We have a ommutative diagram
Γ˜f
pi1ւ
pi2ց
X
f−→ X
where π1, π2 are holomorphi maps. We always assume that f is dominant, i.e. that its
jaobian determinant does not vanish identially (in any oordinate hart).
Given a smooth losed real form ω of bidegree (1, 1) on X , we set f ∗ω := (π1)∗(π
∗
2ω),
where we push π∗2ω forward by π1 as a urrent. Observe that f
∗ω is atually a form with L1loc-
oeients whih oinides with the usual smooth pull-bak (f|X\If )
∗ω in X \ If . Thus the
denition does not depend on the hoie of desingularization. Also f ∗ preserves boundaries
and thus indues an ation f ∗ : H1,1
R
(X)→ H1,1
R
(X) given by
{ω} 7→ {f ∗ω}.
Our formula for f ∗ω may also be applied to pull bak (dierenes of) positive losed (1, 1)
urrents S: given S ≥ 0, one uses the onstrution desribed at the end of the previous
setion to dene π∗2S. Then, as in the holomorphi ase, f
∗S := π1∗π
∗
2S is also a positive
losed (1, 1) urrent. It follows again that f ∗ preserves the pseudoeetive one and that
there exists η ∈ H1,1psef(X) suh that f ∗η = λη where λ = ̺f∗ ≥ 1 is the spetral radius of
f ∗|H1,1
R
(X).
An argument of M.Gromov [Gr℄ implies that f has zero topologial entropy when ̺f∗ = 1.
In the sequel we assume to the ontrary that ̺f∗ > 1. Any smooth form ω representing η
may be written as a dierene of positive forms. Hene we an iterate f ∗ and try to onstrut
a Green urrent Tη = limn→∞ f
n∗ω assoiated to η.
We immediately fae some problems. First, the ation f ∗|H1,1
R
(X) is not neessarily ompat-
ible with the dynamis: it might happen, as in the following example, that (fn)∗ is dierent
from (f ∗)n for some n ∈ N.
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Example 2.1. The polynomial endomorphism of C2
(z1, z2) 7→ (z1z2, z1).
extends to a meromorphi endomorphism f : P2 → P2 of the omplex projetive plane. The
extended map is given in homogeneous oordinates by
f [z0 : z1 : z2] = [z
2
0 : z1z2 : z0z1],
where (z0 = 0) denotes the line at innity. Observe that the indeterminay lous If onsists
of the single point [0 : 0 : 1]. Sine H1,1
R
(P2) ≃ R is one-dimensional, the linear ation
f ∗ is multipliation by 2, so that (f ∗)2 is multipliation by 4. On the other hand, a simple
omputation shows that (f 2)∗ is multipliation by 3.
If one extends the polynomial map above to a meromorphi map g on X = P1 × P1, one
an hek that (g∗)n = (gn)∗ for all n ∈ N. This motivates the following
Denition 2.2. The mapping f : X → X is said to be 1-stable if (fn)∗ = (f ∗)n for all
n ∈ N.
Remark 2.3. The notion of 1-stable map has been studied by several authors in the past
deade, where it has been variously alled generi [FS 3℄, minimally separating [Di 1℄, alge-
braially stable [S℄, or 1-regular [BK℄.
It was shown in [DF℄ that when f is a birational surfae map, one an always make a
birational hange of oordinates so that f beomes 1-stable. It is an interesting, and probably
quite diult, open question to know whether this remains true for dominant 2-dimensional
meromorphi maps of `small' (i.e. less than ρ(f ∗|H1,1
R
(X))) topologial degree. Favre and
Jonsson, in a reent paper [FJ℄ onerning polynomial maps of C
2
, have proposed a very
dierent approah to issues onerning 1-stability.
We assume from now on that f : X → X is a 1-stable meromorphi map. Let η ∈ H1,1psef(X)
be suh that f ∗η = λη, with λ = ̺f∗ > 1. Let ω be a smooth losed real (1, 1)-form
representing η. By the ddc-lemma again, there exists γω ∈ L1(X) suh that
(1)
1
λ
f ∗ω = ω + ddcγω.
Sine f is 1-stable, we an pull this equation bak by fn to get
1
λn
fn∗ω = ω + ddcgωn , where g
ω
n :=
n−1∑
j=0
1
λj
γω ◦ f j.
The seond problem we fae is that γω is not smooth when f is meromorphi, so it is not
obvious that the sequene gωn onverges in L
1(X). This onvergene is the ontent of our
next result, whih is a slight renement of Theorem A in the introdution. Reall that a
lass η ∈ H1,1(X,R) is nef if it is the limit of Kähler lasses.
Theorem 2.4. If η is nef, then the sequene (gωn) onverges in L
1(X). Let gω be the limit,
and dene
Tη := ω + dd
c(gω) = lim
n→+∞
1
λn
(fn)∗ω.
Then Tη is a losed urrent satisfying f
∗Tη = λTη. If λ is a simple eigenvalue of f
∗
, then Tη
is positive.
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Proof. Step 1. The rst step of the proof onsists in showing that γω is bounded from above
on X . Rewriting (1) in the desingularized graph yields
ddc (γω ◦ π1) = 1
λ
π∗1π1∗π
∗
2ω − π∗1ω.
Sine π1 is a loal isomorphism away from it's exeptional divisor E(π1) ⊂ Γ˜f , we have that
R := π∗1π1∗π
∗
2ω − π∗2ω is a losed urrent of bidegree (1, 1) supported on E(π1).
Lemma 2.5. R is positive.
Proof. If ω (and hene π∗2ω) is a non-negative form, then so is π
∗
1π
∗
1π
∗
2ω. Sine π
∗
2ω agrees
with the latter form outside E(π1) and does not harge E(π1) itself, it follows that R is
positive.
Dropping the non-negativity assumption, we observe that R depends only on the oho-
mology lass of ω: if σ = ddcu is a ohomologially trivial (1, 1) form, then
π∗1π1∗σ − σ = ddc(π∗π∗u− u) = ddc0 = 0.
Sine ω is nef, we may approximate ω in ohomology by non-negative (1, 1) forms ωj . Pull-
bak and pushforward are ontinous operators on urrents, so Rj := π
∗
1π1∗π
∗
2ωj − π∗2ωj
onverges weakly to R. That is, R is a limit of positive urrents and therefore positive. 
Continuing with the proof of Theorem 2.4, we have
ddc(γω ◦ π1) = R + π∗2ω − π∗1ω,
so that γω ◦ π1 is a qpsh funtion on Γ˜f . Therefore γω ◦ π1 is bounded from above on Γ˜f , as
is γω on X .
Step 2. It is now lear that we an add a onstant to γω to get γω ≤ 0. Therefore
gωn =
n−1∑
j=0
1
λj
γω ◦ f j
is a dereasing sequene of L1 funtions. We laim that it onverges, i.e. that gω =∑
j≥0 λ
−jγω ◦ f j belongs to L1(X).
The laim an be established using triky integration by parts as in [G 2℄ (pp 2377/78).
Instead, we follow here a trik of N. Sibony (who treats the ase X = Pk in [S℄). Sine ω is
nef, we an hoose Kähler forms ωj whose lasses onverge to that of ω. The mass of ωj is
ontrolled by its ohomology lass, so the sequene (ωj) must aumulate on some positive
losed urrent ω˜ ohomologous to ω.
Considering Cesaro means of λ−j(f j)∗ω˜ and extrating a limit, we an produe a positive
losed (1, 1)-urrent σ whih is ohomologous to ω and satises f ∗σ = λσ. Now σ = ω+ddcv
for some qpsh funtion v on X . Invariane of σ allows us to arrange
γω = v − 1
λ
v ◦ f
by adding a onstant to v. Pulling this equation bak by fn then gives
gωn = v −
1
λn
v ◦ fn ≥ v − supX v
λn
.
Thus, v ≤ gω ≤ 0 and in partiular gω ∈ L1(X). The urrent Tη := ω + ddc(gω) learly
satises f ∗Tη = λTη.
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Step 3. It remains to prove that when λ is a simple eigenvalue of f ∗, then Tη is positive.
Taking p = dimCX , we observe that it sues to show that
〈Tη, χσ〉 ≥ 0,
where χ is a smooth non-negative uto funtion supported on a oordinate hart U ⊂ X
and σ is a positive (p− 1, p− 1) form that is onstant with respet to oordinates on U .
Lemma 2.6. If λ is a simple eigenvalue of f ∗, then some subsequene of (fn∗ (χσ)/λ
n)
onverges weakly to a positive losed (p− 1, p− 1) urrent S.
Proof. Note rst that if ω0 is a Kähler form on X , then 0 ≤ χσ ≤ Cωp−10 for C > 0 large
enough. Hene assuming λ is a simple eigenvalue of f ∗, we obtain uniform ontrol on the
mass of λ−jfn∗ (χσ) as follows.∫
ω0 ∧ fn∗ (χσ) ≤ C
∫
ω0 ∧ fn∗ ωp−10 = C
∫
fn∗ω0 ∧ ωp−10 ≤ C ′λn.
In partiular, the sequene (fn∗ χσ/λ
n) has weak limit points. These will be positive by
ontinuity, so we need only show that they are also losed. For this we employ an a well-
known argument of (see [BS℄) to show that the mass of ∂fn∗ (χσ) is no larger than Cλ
n/2
.
Speially, we let ϕ be any real test 1-form and estimate
| 〈∂fn∗ (χσ), ϕ〉 | =
∣∣∣∣
∫
fn∗ϕ ∧ dχ ∧ σ
∣∣∣∣
≤
(∫
fn∗ϕ ∧ Jfn∗ϕ ∧ σ
)1/2(∫
dχ ∧ dcχ ∧ σ
)1/2
≤ C
(∫
fn∗ω0 ∧ σ
)1/2(∫
dχ ∧ dcχ ∧ σ
)1/2
≤ C ′λn/2.
Note that J here is the omplex struture operator on real otangent vetors. Moreover, all
integrals may be interpreted as taking plae away from the set I(f) where fn∗ϕ might be
singular. Having established the desired ontrol on ∂fn∗ (χσ), we are done. 
Using the subsequene from the lemma, we have
〈Tη, χσ〉 = lim
j→∞
λ−nj 〈fnj∗ω, χσ〉 = lim
j→∞
λ−nj
〈
ω, f
nj
∗ (χσ)
〉
= 〈ω, S〉 = η · {S} ≥ 0,
where the last inequality omes from the assumption that η is nef. 
It remains to understand when our hypotheses are satised. When dimCX = 2, the one
H1,1nef(X,R) is preserved by f
∗
, so the invariant lass η is automatially nef (Proposition 1.11
in [DF℄). Moreover, λ2 is never less than the topologial degree of f ; when it is stritly larger,
it is a simple eigenvalue of f ∗ (Remark 5.2 in [DF℄).
Corollary 2.7. If dimCX = 2, the sequene (g
ω
n) always onverges in L
1(X). If λ2 exeeds
the topologial degree of f , then the assoiated losed invariant urrent Tη := ω + dd
cgω is
positive.
For the rest of the paper, we fous exlusively on the ase dimCX = 2 of maps on omplex
surfaes. Reall from [S℄ that a point x ∈ X is said to be normal if there exist neighborhoods
U of x and V of If , suh that f
nU ∩V = ∅ for all n ∈ N. The set of normal points is denoted
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by Nf : this is the set of points whih remain `loally uniformly' away from the indeterminay
lous under iteration. The proof of Theorem 1.1 applies straightforwardly to show that gω
is Hölder ontinuous in Nf (this is Theorem 1.7.1 in [S℄). Complex Hénon mappings are
polynomial automorphisms of C2 whih extend to P2 as 1-stable maps of positive entropy.
For suh mappings the set of normal points is Nf = P2 \ If , hene the dynamial Green
funtion is Hölder ontinuous o the indeterminay lous. This result was rst proved in
[FS 1℄.
3. Sub-Hölder ontinuity
The set Nf might well be empty for a given meromorphi map f , and gω an be very
disontinuous in general (see e.g. example 1.11 in [GS℄ and example 6.1 below). In this
setion we onsider some families of rational surfae mappings that permit weaker, though
still `Hölder-like' ontrol on the modulus of ontinuity of the dynamial Green's funtion.
gω :=
+∞∑
j=0
1
λj
γω ◦ f j.
Of ourse this an be done only o the extended indeterminay lous,
If := ∪n≥0Ifn ,
sine gω usually has positive Lelong number at every point of Ifn .
Hölder ontinuity of gω at p requires that the orbit of p uniformly avoid the indeterminay
lous (normal points). Weaker kinds of ontinuity of gω an be established by simply requiring
that fn(p) not approah If too rapidly: see [FG℄, [G 1℄, [GS℄ for the ase of weakly-regular
polynomial endomorphisms of Ck; and [Di 2℄ for birational maps of P2 that are separating,
i.e. suh that If ∩ If−1 = ∅.
Here we present a unied approah to estimating the modulus of ontinuity of gω in
X \If . It applies to a lass of rational maps large enough to enompass both weakly-regular
endomorphisms and separating birational surfae maps. Our main dynamial assumption is
as follows. There exists C > 1 and β ∈ [1, λ[ suh that
(2)
1
C
[d(x, If)]β ≤ d(fx, If), for all x ∈ X \ If .
Note that this estimate is stated in terms of the extended indeterminay set If rather than
just the indeterminay set If . This is beause If is rarely invariant under f
−1
, whereas one
always has f−1(If − If−1) ⊂ If .
We shall rely on three further estimates, all of whih hold independent of the above
assumption. The rst gives us pointwise ontrol on γω:
(3) γω(x) ≥ C log d(x, If ) + C ′
This follows from Proposition 1.2 in [BD℄ whih, despite the birational ontext of that paper,
remains valid for arbitrary meromorphi surfae maps. The other two estimates are loal
bounds on the Lipshitz onstants of f and γω. Namely, one an hek by omputing in loal
harts that there exist m1, m2 > 0 suh that for all x, y ∈ X \ If ,
(4) |γω(x)− γω(y)| ≤ Cd(x, y)
[dIf (x, y)]
m1
and d(f(x), f(y)) ≤ Cd(x, y)
[dIf (x, y)]
m2
,
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where dIf (x, y) := min{d(x, If), d(y, If)} is the distane from the pair {x, y} to the indeter-
minay lous. We similarly denote distane to If by dIf (x, y). For onveniene, we take the
onstant C > 0 to be the same in (2),(3), and (4). It follows diretly from (4) that
(5) |γω ◦ f j(x)− γω ◦ f j(y))| ≤ C
j+1d(x, y)
[dIf (f
jx, f jy)]m1Πj−1l=0 [dIf (f
lx, f ly)]m2
.
It follows from (2) and (4) and the fat that dIf ≤ dIf that
(6)
1
dIf (f
jx, f jy)
≤ C
1+β+···+βj−1
[dIf (x, y)]
βj
.
We will use these bounds to obtain ontrol on the modulus of ontinuity of gω. We treat
the ases β = 1 and β > 1 separately sine they are quite dierent.
3.1. The ase β = 1. Our aim here is to prove the following
Theorem 3.1. Let f : X → X be a 1-stable map whih satises (2) with β = 1. Then there
exists α > 0 suh that for all x, y ∈ X \ If ,
|gω(x)− gω(y)| ≤ Cx,y exp(−α
√
| ln d(x, y)|),
where (x, y) 7→ Cx,y > 0 is loally uniformly bounded in X \ If .
We need the following elementary lemma whose proof is left to the reader.
Lemma 3.2. Fix α ∈]0, 1[ and set, for 0 ≤ t ≤ 1,
hα(t) := exp(−α
√
| ln t|).
Then for all t ∈ [0, 1] and for all A ≥ 1,
0 ≤ t ≤ e hα(t) and 0 ≤ hα(At) ≤ exp(α
√
lnA)hα(t).
Proof of theorem 3.1. Let x, y ∈ X − If be given. Sine β = 1, we infer from (3) and (6)
that |γ ◦ f j(x)| ≤ Cj where C depends only on d(x, If ). In partiular, if t > 1 then
|γ ◦ f j(x)− γ ◦ f j(y)|
tj
≤M
for all j ≥ 0 and some onstant M depending on t and dIf (x, y)). Moreover, from (5) and
(6), we obtain the alternative upper bound
|γω ◦ f j(x)− γω ◦ f j(y)|
tj
≤ C
m2j2+m1j+j+1
tj [dIf (x, y)]
m1+m2j
d(x, y).
It follows therefore from lemma 3.2 that
|γω ◦ f j(x)− γω ◦ f j(y)|
Mtj
≤ e exp
(
α
√
(m2j2 lnC + Aj +B)
)
hα(d(x, y)),
where A and B depend on t and dIf (x, y). Thus
|gω(x)− gω(y)| ≤
∑
j≥0
Mtj
λj
|γω ◦ f j(x)− γω ◦ f j(y)|
Mtj
≤ Cx,y,thα ◦ d(x, y),
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where the series dening Cx,y,t onverges as soon as α < ln(λ/t)[m2 lnC]
−1/2
sine it is
omparable to ∑
j≥0
tj
λj
exp
[
jα
√
m2 lnC
]
< +∞.
Observe also that the dependene of Cx,y on (x, y) only involves ln dIf (x, y), hene it is
bounded on ompat subsets of X \ If . 
We now want to provide examples of rational mappings satisfying the assumptions of
Theorem 3.1. Observe rst that any separating birational 1-stable self-map of a ompat
Kähler surfae X satises (2): this was observed by the rst author who proved Theorem
3.1 in this ontext (see Theorem 5.3 in [Di 2℄). The reader will nd several examples of suh
birational mappings in [Di 1℄. Note that the proof given above greatly simplies the proof
given in [Di 2℄. It also applies to non birational mappings, as the following example shows.
Example 3.3. Consider the meromorphi map f : P2 → P2, given in loal oordinates on
C2 by
f : (z1, z2) ∈ C2 7→ (P (z1), Q(z1) +R(z2)) ∈ C2,
where P,Q,R are polynomials of degree p, q, λ with λ = pq > max(p, q). The indeterminay
lous onsists of the single point
If = [0 : 0 : 1] = {z0 = z2 = 0},
where {z0 = 0} denotes the line at innity, written in homogenous oordinates. Observe that
f ontrats the line at innity to the superattrating xed point [0 : 1 : 0] /∈ If . Therefore
f is 1-stable on P2 and If = If . The map f is an example of weakly-regular polynomial
endomorphism of C2 (see [GS℄). It orresponds to the ritial ase of mappings onsidered
in [G 1℄, sine the topologial degree of f
dt(f) = pq = λ
oinides with its rst dynamial degree λ > 1. Computations similar to those in [G 1℄ show
that f satises (2) with β = 1.
3.2. The ase β > 1.
Theorem 3.4. Assume f satises (2) with 1 < β < λ. Fix α ∈ [0, lnλ
lnβ
− 1[. Then for all
x, y ∈ X \ If ,
|gω(x)− gω(y)| ≤ Cα(x, y)
1 + | ln d(x, y)|α ,
where (x, y) 7→ Cα(x, y) is loally uniformly bounded in X \ If .
We need the following elementary lemma whose proof is left to the reader.
Lemma 3.5. Set ϕα(t) := [1 + | ln t|α]−1, for 0 ≤ t ≤ 1.
Then there exists C ′ > 1 independent of α suh that for all t ∈ [0, 1] and for all A ≥ e,
0 ≤ t ≤ C ′ϕα(t) and 0 ≤ ϕα(At) ≤ C ′(lnA)αϕα(t).
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Proof of theorem 3.4. Let x, y ∈ X − If be given. Sine β > 1 it follows from (3) and (6)
that
|γω ◦ f j(x)− γω ◦ f j(y)| ≤ max{|γω ◦ f j(x)|, |γω ◦ f j(y)|} ≤Mβj ,
for all j ∈ N and some onstant M depending on dIf (x, y). From (5) and (6) we have the
alternative bound
|γω ◦ f j(x)− γω ◦ f j(y)| ≤
[
C2
dIf (x, y)
m3
]βj
d(x, y),
where m3 = m1 + m2/(β − 1) and lnC2 = [1 +m1/(β − 1) + m2/(β − 1)2] lnC. We infer
using lemma 3.5,
|γω ◦ f j(x)− γω ◦ f j(y)|
Mβj
≤ Cβαjϕα ◦ d(x, y)
for all j ∈ N. One again C depends on x and y only through dIf (x, y). The fator of
Mβj ensures that the right side remains bounded above by 1; i.e. it guarantees that the
hypothesis of lemma 3.5 is satised.
Now we onlude
|gω(x)− gω(y)| ≤
∞∑
j=0
M
(
β
λ
)j |γω ◦ f j(x)− γω ◦ f j(y)|
Mβj
≤ Cϕα(d(x, y))
∞∑
j=0
(
β
λ
)j
βαj .
The sum on the right side onverges as soon as βα+1 < λ, i.e. as soon as α < lnλ/ lnβ − 1.

Weakly-regular polynomial endomorphisms of Ck as onsidered in [FG℄, [G 1℄, [GS℄ provide
several examples of mappings whih satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 3.4. Let us reall
that suh ontrol on the modulus of ontinuity of gω yields integrability of log
+ ||Df || with
respet to speial invariant measures, as well as estimates on the pointwise dimension of
these measures (see [S℄, [Di 2℄).
4. Sobolev regularity
It an happen that the extended indeterminay lous If is very large (see setion 6 for
an example where If = X). Our aim in this setion is to onsider weaker regularity prop-
erties for the funtions gω whih an hold even aross points of indeterminay. To simplify
we restrit ourselves to the ase where f is a bimeromorphi surfae map, i.e.
dimCX = 2 and there is a meromorphi map f
−1 : X → X suh that f ◦ f−1 = Id.
In this ase it was proved by the rst author and C.Favre [DF℄ that one an always make
a birational hange of oordinates so that f : X → X beomes 1-stable. Moreover the
spetral radius λ of f ∗ : H1,1
R
(X) → H1,1
R
(X) is a simple eigenvalue as soon as λ > 1. Sine
f ∗ preserves the pseudoeetive one and f∗ is intersetion adjoint to f
∗
, there are lasses
{ω±} ∈ H1,1psef(X), unique up to positive multiple, suh that
f ∗{ω+} = λ{ω+} and (f−1)∗{ω−} = λ{ω−},
By Theorem 2.4 applied to f and f−1, there are positive losed urrents
T± = ω± + ddcg±, where g± =
∑
j≥0
1
λj
γ± ◦ f±j
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and the funtions γ± ∈ L1(X) satisfy λ−1(f±)∗ω± = ω±+ddcγ±. We shall assume moreover
that
(7) {ω+} · f(p) > 0 and {ω−} · f−1(q) > 0,
for all p ∈ If , q ∈ If−1 . This an always be arranged (see Proposition 4.1 in [BD℄).
The main result of this setion identies geometri onditions equivalent to the statement
that the gradients ∇g± belong to L2(X). Sine qpsh funtions are always in L1(X), this is
equivalent to saying that g+ and g− belong to the Sobolev spae W 1,2(X).
Theorem 4.1. Let f : X → X be a birational map with λ = ̺f∗ > 1. Then the following
onditions are equivalent:
(1) ∇g+ ∈ L2(ω− ∧ Ω);
(2) for all p ∈ If ,
∑
n≥0
γ−◦f−n(p)
λ2n
> −∞;
(3)
∑
n≥0 λ
−2n log dist(If−1 , f
−nIf) > −∞.
Observe that when ω− is Kähler, then (1) means preisely that g+ has gradient in L2(X)
with respet to the Lebesgue measure. The lass {ω−} is automatially Kähler when for
instane X = P2. This ondition should be ompared to the slightly stronger ondition
studied in [BD℄: g− is nite at eah point of If . This is equivalent to
∑
n≥0
γ− ◦ f−n(p)
λn
> −∞
for all p ∈ If . As in [BD℄, these equivalent onditions are symmetri in f and f−1; i.e. one
an interhange the roles played by f and its inverse f−1 and obtain three further equivalent
onditions.
Proof. The equivalene between (2) and (3) follows from the fat that under the assump-
tion (7), γ− is a smooth funtion in X \ If−1 with logarithmi singularities at points of
indeterminay of f−1. More preisely, there exists onstants A,B,A′, B′ > 0 suh that
A log dist(x, If−1)− B ≤ γ−(x) ≤ A′ log dist(x, If−1)−B′.
We refer the reader to [BD℄ for a proof of this fat.
It is a simple exerise to hek that ondition (2) is equivalent to the niteness of the
sum
∑
n≥0 λ
−ng−n (p) at all points p ∈ If . Therefore the equivalene between (1) and (2) is a
onsequene of the next lemma. 
Lemma 4.2. ∫
X
dg+n ∧ dcg+n ∧ ω− =
∑
p∈If
n−1∑
j=0
cj(p)
|g−j (p)|
λj
+O(1),
where the onstants cj(p) are positive and uniformly bounded away from 0 and ∞.
Proof. Set T+n := λ
−n(fn)∗ω+. For 0 ≤ j ≤ n− 1 we have
(8)
∫
(γ+ ◦ f j) T+n ∧ ω− =
∫
γ+T+n−j ∧
f j∗ω
−
λj
=
∫
γ+T+n−j ∧ ω− + An,j,
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where
An,j :=
∫
γ+T+n−j ∧ ddcg−j =
∫ [
1
λ
f ∗ω+ − ω+
]
∧ g−j T+n−j .
Observe that the urrents f ∗ω+, T+n−j both have positive Lelong numbers at points in If ,
thus
1
λ
f ∗ω+ ∧ T+n−j =
∑
p∈If
cn−j(p)δp +
1
λ2
f ∗
(
ω+ ∧ T+n−j−1
)
,
where δp denotes the Dira mass at point p and the cj 's are positive onstants. Observe
that f ∗ω+ ∧ Tj → f ∗ω+ ∧ T+, sine g+j dereases towards g+. Sine T+ has positive Lelong
number at all points of indeterminay, it follows that the measure f ∗ω+ ∧ T+ has a Dira
mass c∞(p) > 0 at eah point p ∈ If . Therefore cj(p) → c∞(p) > 0. In partiular, the
sequenes (cj(p)) are uniformly bounded away from zero and innity. We infer
An,j =
∑
p∈If
cn−j(p)g
−
j (p) +
1
λ2
∫
(g−j ◦ f−1)ω+ ∧ T+n−(j+1) −
∫
g−j ω
+ ∧ T+n−j.
Observe that λ−1g−j ◦ f−1 = g−j+1 − γ−. Thus multiplying (8) by λ−j and summing from
j = 0 to n− 1 yields
∫
g+n T
+
n ∧ ω− =
∑
p∈If
n−1∑
j=0
cn−j(p)
g−j (p)
λj
+
∫
g−n
λn
ω+ ∧ ω+ −
∫
γ−T+ ∧ ω+ +Mn,
where
Mn :=
n−1∑
j=0
1
λj
∫
γ+T+n−j ∧ ω+ −
n−1∑
j=0
1
λj+2
∫
γ−ω+ ∧ T+nj−1
is a bounded sequene. Note to onlude that∫
(−g+n )T+n ∧ ω− =
∫
(−gn)+ddcg+n ∧ ω− +
∫
(−gn)+ω+ ∧ ω+
=
∫
dg+n ∧ dcg+n ∧ ω− +O(1).

The funtion g+ (resp. g−) typially has positive Lelong number at every point of I∞f :=
∪n≥0Ifn = ∪n≥0f−n(If ) (resp. I∞f−1 := ∪n≥0If−n = ∪n≥0fn(If−1)). The loser f−nIf is to
If−1 , the stronger the singularity of g
−
at these points. The symmetri ondition ∇g± ∈
L2(X) is thus a quantitative way of saying that the sets I∞f and I
∞
f−1 stay away from eah
other (reall that the ondition of 1-stability means preisely that I∞f ∩ I∞f−1 = ∅). We will
see in setion 6 that this ondition is often but not always satised.
5. A anonial invariant measure
We onsider here, as in the previous setion, a ompat Kähler surfae X equipped with
a Kähler form Ω, and a 1-stable bimeromorphi map f : X → X suh that λ = ρf > 1. As
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before, we let T± = ω± + ddcg± denote the positive losed (1, 1)-urrents invariant under
f±1. We normalize so that
{T+} · {T−} = {Ω} · {T+} = {Ω} · {T−} = 1.
Our aim here is to dene and study the measure
µf := T
+ ∧ T−.
5.1. Denition of the anonial measure µf . It is well known that one annot always
dene the wedge produt of two positive losed urrents. When g+ is integrable with respet
to the trae measure of T−, i.e. g+ ∈ L1(T− ∧ Ω), the urrent g+T− is well dened, and we
an set
µf := ω
+ ∧ T− + ddc(g+T−).
Observe that the ondition is symmetri, as follows from Stokes theorem:∫
X
(−g+)T− ∧ Ω =
∫
X
(−g−)T+ ∧ Ω +
∫
X
(g−ω+ − g+ω−) ∧ Ω.
When the potentials g± have gradients in L2(X), it follows from the Cauhy-Shwarz
inequality that g+ ∈ L1(T− ∧ Ω), sine
0 ≤
∫
−g+T− ∧ Ω =
∫
−g+ω− ∧ Ω +
∫
dg+ ∧ dcg− ∧ Ω
≤
∫
−g+ω− ∧ Ω +
(∫
dg+ ∧ dcg+ ∧ Ω
)1/2(∫
dg− ∧ dcg− ∧ Ω
)1/2
< +∞.
It may happen, however, that g+ ∈ L1(T− ∧ Ω) while ∇g+ /∈ L2(X) (see example 6.2).
We know of no example for whih the funtion g+ is not integrable with respet to the trae
measure of T−. Hene the following:
Question 5.1. Is the ondition g+ ∈ L1(T− ∧ Ω) always satised ?
We now derive a riterion whih will allow us to hek the ondition g+ ∈ L1(T− ∧Ω) for
some birational mappings.
Proposition 5.2. Let S be a positive losed (1,1)-urrent on X, whose ohomology lass
{S} is Kähler. Assume
(1) g− ∈ L1(S ∧ Ω), so that the measure S ∧ T− is well dened;
(2) g+ ∈ L1(S ∧ T−).
Then g+ ∈ L1(T− ∧ Ω).
Proof. Let θS ≥ εΩ be a Kähler form ohomologous to S. Let ϕS ∈ L1(X) be a qpsh funtion
suh that S = θS + dd
cϕS. We an assume without loss of generality that ϕS ≤ 0 and ε = 1.
Then
0 ≤
∫
X
−g+T− ∧ Ω ≤
∫
X
−g+T− ∧ θS =
∫
X
−g+T− ∧ S +
∫
X
g+T− ∧ ddcϕS.
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The next to last integral is nite by assumption. The last one is nite by Stokes theorem:∫
g+T− ∧ ddcϕS = lim
n→∞
∫
g+n T
− ∧ ddcϕS = lim
n→∞
∫
−ϕST− ∧ (−ddcg+n )
≤
∫
X
(−ϕS)T− ∧ ω+ <∞.
The rst inequality holds beause −ddcg+n = ω+ − T+ ≤ ω+. The seond holds beause
ω+ ≤ CΩ and ϕS ∈ L1(T− ∧ Ω)⇔ g− ∈ L1(S ∧ Ω). 
We will use this riterion in setion 6.2 when S = [V ] is the urrent of integration along
an invariant irreduible urve V .
5.2. Dynamial properties of µf . We assume in the sequel that g
+ ∈ L1(T−∧Ω) so that
µf = T
+ ∧ T− is well dened.
Theorem 5.3. The measure µf does not harge the indeterminay lous If . It is an invariant
probability measure.
Proof. The urrent µf is a positive measure. This an be seen by loally regularizing the
qpsh funtion g+. It is a probability measure by our hoie of normalization, and it is the
weak limit of the measures
µn :=
1
λn
(fn)∗ω+ ∧ T−.
Let χ be a test funtion. Observe that T− does not harge urves (it has zero Lelong number
at eah point in X \ I∞f−1, see [DF℄), hene neither does µn. It follows therefore from the
hange of variables formula and the invariane f∗T
− = λT−, that
〈µn, χ〉 = 1
λn+1
〈(fn)∗ω+, χf∗T−〉 = 〈µn+1, χ ◦ f〉.
We infer, if µf(If ) = 0, that 〈µf , χ〉 = 〈µf , χ ◦ f〉, hene µf is invariant.
It remains to prove that µf does not harge any point p ∈ If . Sine f is 1-stable, we may
assume that p /∈ I∞f−1 . If p = f−N(p) is periodi, then g− is nite at p. Hene it follows from
Proposition 5.4 below that µf ({p}) = 0.
If on the other hand, p is not periodi, we an x N >> 1 and hoose r = rN > 0 suh
that f−jB(p, r)∩ f−kB(p, r) = ∅ for 0 ≤ j, k ≤ N , j 6= k. Let χ be a test funtion suh that
0 ≤ χ ≤ 1, χ ≡ 1 near p, and supp χ ⊂ B(p, r). Then
0 ≤ ψ :=
n−1∑
j=0
χ ◦ f j ≤ 1,
sine the funtions χ ◦ f j have disjoint supports. Set
Rn := (ψ ◦ fn)T+ =
N−1∑
j=0
(χ ◦ f j+n)T+.
It follows from the extremality of T+ that the positive urrents (χ ◦ f j+n)T+ onverge to
cχT
+
, where cχ =
∫
χdµf (see [BD℄, [G 1℄). Thus Rn → NcχT+. Now 0 ≤ Rn ≤ T+ sine
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0 ≤ ψ ≤ 1, hene
0 ≤ µf({p}) ≤ cχ =
∫
χdµf ≤ 1
N
.
Sine N was arbitrary, we onlude that µf({p}) = 0. Thus µf does not harge the indeter-
minay lous. 
Proposition 5.4. Fix p ∈ If . Then g−(p) is nite if and only if log dist(·, p) ∈ L1(µf). In
partiular g− is nite on If (the [BD℄ ondition desribed after Theorem 4.1) if and only if
log dist(·, If) ∈ L1(µf).
Proof. We rst haraterize the [BD℄ ondition. Afterward, we will show how to `loalize' it
to individual points in If . Reall from [BD℄ that, under the assumption (7), log dist(·, If) is
omparable to the funtion γ+. Hene it sues to analyze the ondition γ+ ∈ L1(µf).
Suppose rst that g− is nite on If . It follows from Corollary 4.8 in [BD℄ that g
+ ∈ L1(µf),
and from the bound g+ ≤ γ+ ≤ 0 that γ+ ∈ L1(µf).
Assume now that γ+ ∈ L1(µf). It follows from Stokes theorem that∫
X
(−γ+)dµf = O(1) +
∫
X
(−g+)ddcγ+ ∧ T− ≥ O(1) +
∫
X
dγ+ ∧ dcγ+ ∧ T−,
where the O(1) terms aount for the fat that g+ and γ+ are plurishubharmoni only up
to the addition of a smooth funtion. Therefore γ+ has nite energy with respet to the
invariant urrent T−. By Stokes theorem again,∫
dγ+ ∧ dcγ+ ∧ T− = O(1) +
∫
dγ+ ∧ dcγ+ ∧ ddcg− = O(1) +
∫
(−g−)(ddcγ+)2.
Now
(ddcγ+)2 =
∑
p∈If
cpδp + λ
−2f ∗(ω+ ∧ ω+)− 2λ−1f ∗ω+ ∧ ω+ + ω+ ∧ ω+,
where cp > 0 and δp denotes the Dira mass at point p. Therefore∫
X
dγ+ ∧ dcγ+ ∧ T− = O(1)−
∑
p∈If
cpg
−(p),
so γ+ ∈ L1(µf) implies that g− is nite at every point of If .
We an now loalize previous reasoning in the following way. Fix p ∈ If and χ ≥ 0 a
test funtion supported near p suh that χ ≡ 1 in some small neighborhood of p. Thus
ϕ+ := χγ+ is omparable to log dist(·, p). Observe that ddcϕ+ equals χddcγ+ up to a smooth
form. By using Stokes theorem as above we thus get∫
(−ϕ+)dµf = O(1) +
∫
(−g−)T+ ∧ χddcγ+ = O(1) + λ−1
∫
(−g−)T+ ∧ χf ∗ω+.
Now χT+ ∧ f ∗ω+ = cδp + χf ∗(T+ ∧ ω+) for some c > 0. Therefore∫
(−ϕ+)dµf = O(1)− cg
−(p)
λ
+
∫
(−g− ◦ f−1) T+ ∧ ω+.
The last integral is nite sine 0 ≥ g− ◦ f−1 ≥ λg−. Thus ϕ+ ≃ log dist(·, p) is integrable
with respet to µf if and only if g
−
is nite at point p. 
Theorem 5.5. The measure µf is mixing.
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Proof. Let χ, ψ be test funtions. We have to show that∫
X
ψ(χ ◦ fn) dµf −→ cχcψ, where cχ =
∫
X
χ dµf and cψ =
∫
X
ψ dµf .
It follows from the extremality of T+ that the urrents (χ ◦ fn)T+ onverge weakly towards
cχT
+
. For xed j, the forms ψλ−j(f−j)∗ω− are smooth o the nite set If−j . Sine T
+ ∧
λ−j(f−j)∗ω− does not harge this set, we infer
〈(χ ◦ fn) T+, ψλ−j(f−j)∗ω−〉 −→ 〈cχT+, ψλ−j(f−j)∗ω−〉,
as n → +∞. Sine λ−j(f−j)∗ω− = ω− + ddcg−j with g−j dereasing towards g−, it follows
from the Monotone onvergene theorem that
〈cχT+, ψλ−j(f−j)∗ω−〉 −→ 〈cχT+, ψT−〉 = cχcψ,
when j → +∞. Therefore it sues to show that the dierene
〈χ ◦ fnT+, ψT−〉 − 〈χ ◦ fnT+, ψλ−j(f−j)∗ω−〉 = 〈χ ◦ fnT+, ψddc(g− − g−j )〉
onverges to 0 as j → +∞ uniformly with respet to n. By Stokes theorem, it sues to
uniformly ontrol the following four quantities:
An,j := 〈χ ◦ fnT+ ∧ ddcψ, (g− − g−j )〉; Bn,j := 〈ψddc(χ ◦ fn) ∧ T+, (g− − g−j )〉;
and
Cn,j := 〈dψ ∧ dc(χ ◦ fn) ∧ T+, (g− − g−j )〉; Dn,j := 〈dcψ ∧ d(χ ◦ fn) ∧ T+, (g− − g−j )〉.
Observe rst that
|An,j| ≤ ||ψ||C2||χ||C0 〈Ω ∧ T+, (g−j − g−)〉
To ontrol Bn,j, we observe that dd
c(χ ◦ fn T+) does not harge urves. Hene hanging
variables gives
|Bn,j| =
∣∣〈ddcχ ∧ T+, ψ ◦ f−n(g− − g−j+n)〉∣∣ ≤ ||ψ||C0||χ||C2 〈Ω ∧ T+, (g−j+n − g−)〉.
To ontrol Cn,j, we use the Cauhy-Shwarz inequality and obtain
|Cn,j| ≤ 〈dψ ∧ dcψ ∧ T+, (g− − g−j )〉1/2 · 〈dχ ◦ fn ∧ dcχ ◦ fn ∧ T+, (g− − g−j )〉1/2
≤ ||ψ||C1||χ||C1 〈Ω ∧ T+, (g−j − g−)〉1/2 · 〈Ω ∧ T+, (g−j+n − g−)〉1/2.
The estimation for Dn,j is similar. This shows that µf is mixing. 
Thanks to the preeding results, we an show that µf is not too onentrated.
Corollary 5.6. The measure µf does not harge ompat omplex urves.
Proof. Suppose rst that µf harges some point p ∈ X . By Theorems 5.3 and 5.5, p is a xed
point not in If or If−1 , and µf is onentrated entirely at p. In partiular, both funtions
log dist(·, If) and log dist(·, If−1) are µf -integrable. From Proposition 5.4 we obtain that g+
is nite on If−1 and g
−
is nite on Ifi.e. that the [BD℄ ondition holds. Theorem 4.10
from [BD℄ then implies that µf does not harge points, whih is a ontradition.
Now suppose that µf harges some irreduible urve V ⊂ X . Then invariane of µf implies
that V annot be ritial for f , beause f(V − If) ⊂ If−1 . Invariane also implies that µf
almost every point is non-wandering. Hene fk restrits to an automorphism of V for some
k ≥ 0. However, the only mixing invariant measures for automorphisms of urves are point
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masses onentrated at xed points, and we have already ruled out the possibility that µf
harges points. 
In setion 6 we will see examples where g+ ∈ L1(T− ∧ Ω) but the onditions in both
Theorem 4.1 and in [BD℄ fail. Observe that when the ondition in [BD℄ is not satised, it is
unlear whether f has well dened Lyapunov exponents (see proposition 5.4).
6. Examples
In this setion, we present two examples that omplement the theorems above. The rst
shows that the indeterminay orbit of a rational map an be dense in the host manifold.
The seond, whih oupies the majority of the setion, shows that the invariant measure
µf = T
+ ∧ T− an exist for a birational surfae map even when the map fails to satisfy the
equivalent onditions in Theorem 4.1.
6.1. A rational map with dense indeterminay orbits. Let Y = E ×E be a omplex
torus, where E = C/Z[ζ ] is the ellipti urve assoiated to a primitive root of unity ζ of
order 3, 4 or 6. The matrix
A =
[
d 1
1 d
]
, d ≥ 3,
preserves the lattie Λ = Z[ζ ]×Z[ζ ] and thus indues a holomorphi endomorphism g : Y →
Y suh that
λ2(g) = (d
2 − 1)2 et λ1(g) = (d+ 1)2 < λ2(g).
Let σ : Y → Y be multipliation by ζ , and let f : X → X denote the endomorphism
indued by g on the rational surfae X obtained by desingularizing the quotient Y/〈σ〉, i.e.
by blowing up at xed points of σ.
Let a be suh a xed point. Sine g has topologial degree λ2(g) ≥ 2, g−1(a) ontains
preimages other than the xed points of σ. Eah point in g−1(a)\Fix(σ) orresponds, in X ,
to a point of indeterminay of f . Sine the Lebesgue measure νY of the torus Y is g-mixing,
the preimages (g−n(a))n∈N are equidistributed with respet to νY and therefore dense in Y .
It follows that the set
I∞f :=
⋃
n∈N
f−nIf is dense in X.
Observe also that f is 1-stable: sine g does not ontrat any urve, neither does f .
6.2. A birational surfae map with onstrained indeterminay orbits. Our seond
example is a variation on one due to Favre [F℄. For parameters a, b, c ∈ C∗, we onsider
f = fabc : P
2 → P2 dened by
f [x : y : z] = [bcx(−cx + acy + z) : acy(x− ay + abz) : abz(bcx + y − bz)].
The following fats an be veried by straightforward omputation.
• fabc is birational with inverse f−1 = fa−1b−1c−1.
• If = {[a : 1 : 0], [0 : b : 1], [1 : 0 : c]}.
• f preserves eah of the lines {x = 0}, {y = 0}, {z = 0} aording to the formulas
[x : 1 : 0] 7→ [−bc
a
x : 1 : 0], [0 : y : 1] 7→
[
0 : −ac
b
y : 1
]
, [1 : 0 : z] 7→
[
1 : 0 : −ba
c
z
]
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In partiular, we have I∞f , I
∞
f−1 ⊂ {xyz = 0} for all a, b, c ∈ C∗. Let Ω denote the Fubini
Study Kähler form on P2. We will spend the rest of this setion proving
Theorem 6.1. Given s > 1 and an irrational number θ ∈ R, let f : P2 → P2 be the birational
map f = fabc with a = i, b = −se2piiθ, c = i/s. Then f is 1-stable with invariant urrents
T± = Ω+ ddcg± suh that g+ ∈ L1(Ω∧ T−). Moreover, for suitable hoies of the irrational
number θ, the ondition 3 in Theorem 4.1 fails.
In other words, the measure µ = T+ ∧ T− is well-dened even though the onditions in
Theorem 4.1 sometimes fail.
Proof. To see that f is 1-stable, observe that the hypothesis s > 1 implies that f−nIf ∩{x =
0} ⊂ {[0 : y : 1] : |y| > 1} for all n ≥ 0, whereas If−1 ∩ {x = 0} ⊂ {[0 : y : 1] : |y| < 1}.
In partiular f−nIf ∩ If−1 ∩ {x = 0} = ∅. Similarly, f−nIf ∩ If−1 ∩ {y = 0} = ∅. Finally,
for eah n ≥ 0, we have f−nIf ∩ {z = 0} = [ie−2piinθ : 1 : 0], and sine θ is irrational, these
points never oinide with If−1 ∩ {z = 0} = [−i : 1 : 0]. We onlude that f−nIf ∩ If−1 = ∅
for all n ≥ 0. That is, f is 1 stable. In partiular λ := ̺f∗ = 2.
To prove that g+ ∈ L1(Ω ∧ T−), we apply Proposition 5.2 with S equal to the urrent of
integration [x = 0] over the line {x = 0}. Observe that Ω ∧ [x = 0] is just area measure
on {x = 0}. Beause g− is qpsh it follows that either g− is integrable with respet to
Ω ∧ [x = 0], or g−|{x=0} ≡ −∞. The latter is far from true, however. One an ompute
diretly, for instane, that g− > −∞ at the xed point [0 : 0 : 1]. Thus g− ∈ L1(Ω∧ [x = 0]).
It follows from standard arguments that loal potentials for T− must be harmoni on any
open set U ⊂ {x = 0} suh that
• iterates of f−1 form a normal family on U , and
• U ∩ fnIf−1 = ∅ for all n ≥ 0.
The only point in {x = 0} where iterates of f−1 fail to at normally is the xed point
[0 : 0 : 1]. Hene
supp ([x = 0] ∩ T−) ⊂ ∪n≥0fnIf−1
is a ompat subset of {[0 : y : 1] : |y| < 1}. Replaing f−1 with f , the same reasoning shows
that loal potentials for T+ are harmoni on {[0 : y : 1] : |y| < 1}. Thus g+ is uniformly
bounded on supp ([x = 0] ∩ T−), and it follows that g+ ∈ L1([x = 0] ∧ T−). Therefore by
Proposition 5.2, g+ ∈ L1(Ω ∧ T−).
To see that ondition 3 in Theorem 4.1 fails for suitably hosen θ, let h : R+ → R+ be
a funtion dereasing rapidly to 0. By a Baire ategory argument, one an nd irrational θ
suh that
2njθ mod 1 < h(nj)
for innitely many nj ∈ N. Thus, if we set p+ = [i : 1 : 0] ∈ If and p− = [−i : 1 : 0] ∈ If , we
obtain
∞∑
n=0
1
λ2n
log dist(f−nIf , If−1) ≤
∞∑
n=0
log dist(fn(p−), p+)
22n
≤ C
∞∑
n=0
log |e−2pini + 1|
22n
≤ C
∞∑
j=0
log h(nj)
22nj
.
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The last sum diverges to −∞ if we take e.g. h(x) = 2−22n , and ondition 3 in Theorem 4.1
then fails. 
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